COVID AMENDMENTS DISCUSSED AT AGM

DIVISION SET UP

Fixtures will be completed on a friendly basis. Two up and two down will not apply this year. Teams will be
offered a place in the following season should they choose not to play.
MATCH/SCORE CARDS

Only one signature on card for each captain, ensuring that both teams agree the scores with umpires. Captain
to retain own card and photograph and send to div rep on WhatsApp divisional group. Player registration
must be completed and shown at the start of the game.
Cards must be kept until the end of the season.
Team score cards will be left in the shelter for first match.
TIMINGS

Early matches will start at 7:10pm.
Late matches will start at 8:40pm.
Matches reduced to 4 x 12 minute quarters with 3 minute intervals.
PLAYERS

Players must not enter the courts until the first games are over and their court is vacated. The one-way
system must be used, particularly at the end of early games.
TRACK & TRACE

All players will be required to scan the QR code in their shelters upon arrival. A QR code will also be on the
gates, for umpires and any spectators that watch from the carpark.
ONE-WAY SYSTEM

One-way system in place to keep you safe, especially at peak time. Gates will remain open and we advise
members not to touch the gates.
TOILETS

The toilets have a one-way system. Only two toilets are currently available. You must stand outside if there
is a queue.
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CHANGING FACILITIES

There are no changing facilities. Please note that you cannot change in the toilets.
NOTICEBOARDS

There will be no fixtures up and all forms will be online. No temporary affiliation numbers , new players must
affiliate - England Netball rules!
SPECTATORS

No spectators allowed. Under 18’s – one parent/guardian can attend for safeguarding reasons only, but we
ask you to remain in your vehicles.
RESPONSIBILITY OF CLUBS

Teams/Clubs must read and understand the guidance and complete the EN risk assessment. Teams must
appoint a COVID Officer and register them on ENgage. The guidance and documents for the risk mitigation
plan are within the MMNL COVID Pack.
OPT-IN

All Players must complete a personal risk assessment and opt-in to playing netball. The opt-in form is within
the MMNL COVID Pack.
SANITISATION

Teams will be required to sanitise the shelters and goal post prior to the match starting and sanitise their
hands. They will also be required to santise the ball at the end of every quarter. At the end of the match
teams will be asked to santise the shelters and post protectors. All sanitisation materials will be supplied by
the League.
NETBALLS

Every team will be required to bring their own netball as two balls are required per match. These must be
sanitised each quarter.
Teams can order balls from the league shop and they will be brought to the courts prior to your first game,
invoices will be sent direct to teams.
SOCIAL DISTANCING

No congregating at the gates, you must leave your court area after your match. Please maintain social
distancing at all times.
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BIBS

Ideally two sets of bibs will be required as bibs cannot be switched between players.
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